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 I've been using this information for I need to be using these methods: I need to be using these methods: but it is way outdated
and I have no idea what methods are used now. How can I use this outdated information, or how can I go about fixing it? A: I'm
not sure if this is what you're looking for, but if I had to pick the single-file GUI skeleton I would definitely pick JGoodies. It's

the one I used when I was in the same situation. I don't remember exactly the tutorial I used, but it was good enough to
understand what I needed to do and I didn't need to learn anything else. Here's a link for downloading JGoodies (and some other

goodies, check if you need them): JGoodies Attached is the revised offer. We'll call if I can't reach agreement on the main
points and I'll send you the executables at that time. Regards, Rob ---------------------- Forwarded by Rob G Gay/NA/Enron on
03/28/2000 05:10 PM --------------------------- Rob G Gay 03/28/2000 04:14 PM To: Richard B Sanders/HOU/ECT@ECT cc:
Subject: 6.06 Offshore Richard- Attached is a draft of the offer to be sent to TXU. Let me know if you would like to discuss.
RobQ: Is using LocalDateTime for less than 24 hour time range a good idea? I have a requirement to store the time range. For
instance something like: from="12:00:00" to="17:00:00" I was wondering if using the LocalDateTime and LocalDate is a good

idea or I should stick to the JDBC. You can use LocalDateTime as it is designed to be very similar to JDBC's TIMESTAMP
data type. You should not use LocalDateTime for time range of less than one hour. 82157476af
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